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1. INTRODUCTION
Company performance is a resultCan be a success factor of management activitiesin
making decisions.The right decisions, productive, andprofitable willproduce good company
performance.Improved company performancebegins from the establishment of effective and
efficient strategy management forface every problem or obstacleswhich comes from inside or
outside the company.In orderMaximize prosperity, company ownerask the manager to
takesuatU a good and precise strategic decisionas aefforts to increase the valuethe
company(Kurniasari and Purwanto, 2011).A good strategyand rightwill provide an opportunity
for the company to be more productiveso there is a possibility in an increaseCompany
performance.One of the commonly used strategies isDiversification strategy. Diversification
strategy is done by cARA expands business segments or expands. NAmunThe more diverse
segment of a business, can increase the complexity of a company (Azolla, et al, 2016). In
addition, the complexity of this business also requires certain skills of work that must be
owned by the managerial rank.
This research uses the theory of agency or the theory of the agency. This
theorymenjelaskanaboutrelationship between Principalorowner of the company and agent
orwhere theJern (Jensen and Meckling, 1976).The owner of the company depleted authority to
http://ojs.stiami.ac.idbijakjournal@gmail.com
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the ranks of managers including the compensation. Compensationcan be aCommunication and
Evaluation Work (feedback),tEtapi according toChen (2013) if the manager / directors are
asidet compensation is too bigand not appropriatewith the task andresponsibilities,worry about
it will beinfluenceCompany performance.The managerial rank one of them is the Board of
Commissioners. AdenurutThe theory of agency, the effectiveness of the Board of
Commissioners depends on the number of members of the Board of Commissioners.
HoweverDecision-making will be more difficult if the number of members of the Board of
Commissioners is too much(Sukandar, 2014). This can happen because of an opinionand the
ideawhich is more varied soDecision-making processit is likely to be difficult.'SA single way
that the board of commissioners can do in order to implement good governance is by
conducting routine meetingswhich the meeting is the first beginning of a decision.With the
frequent intensity of the Board of Commissioners inIdel the meeting then the supervision is
doneexpected towill be getting better anddecision making can be done well andthe
right(Princess and muquet, 2017).The main objective in this study is to examine the effect of
the impact of diversification strategies, compensation of the Board of Directors, the size of the
Board of Commissioners, and the frequency of the Board of Commissioners on the Company's
performance.

2. METHOD
PT his conference isUse secondary datatakenfromCompany's annual report. The
sample in this study is a listed company on the Indonesia Stock Exchange and entered
into the LQ-45 period 2016-2019.This research usesanalisis multiple linear regression
andData collectionUsing the Documentation MethodBy collecting and learning the
records or documents and literature associated with the issues to be discussed.
Independent variables in this study are diversified strategies measured
usingHierschman Herfindah Index (HHI),Compensation of the Board of Directors is
measured using the Company's compensation number in the year t, the size of the
Board of Commissioners is measured using the amountmemberThe Board of
Commissioners, and the frequency of the meeting of the Board of Commissioners was
measured using the number of meetingswhich held the Board of Commissionersin one
year. While the dependent variableen in this research is the performance of pCompany
measured usingReturn of Asset(ROA).
Test hypothesis usingT test and test F.T test and test fdone by looking at
the results of regression results by using significance level 0.05 (α = 5%), besidesthis
researchtestthe amount ofThe model capability in explaining the dependent
variablesby usingcoefficient of determinationR².As for the following research models:
3. RESULTS
The Based on the resulting linear regression of multiple linear regrets acquired the following
regeneration:
Performance =0.218 + 0.033Strategy+0,077Compensation+ 0.048 size- 0.061The frequency of+ ɛ
Table 1. Test results T
Variable

Bed
0,218

T
2,020

SIG
0,046

Trfm_strategi

0,033

0,952

0,343

Trfm_kompensasi

0,077

5,247

0,000

0,048

1,027

0,306

Constant

Trfm_ukuran
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Trfm_frekuensi

-0,061
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-2,610

0,010

Source: SPSS output data, 2020
Test results T-expressthatDiversification strategy producesThe significance value of 0.343
where significance is greater than 0.05 which shows that H1 is rejected or diversification
strategy does not affect the performance of the company,Compensation of the Board of
Directors produces significance value0.000 where significance is smaller than 0.05 which
shows that H2 is accepted or compensation of the Board of Directors affects the company's
performance,The size of the Board of Commissioners has a significance value of 0.306 where
significance is greater than 0.05 which shows that H3 is rejected orBoard of
Commissionershas no effect on corporate and frequencies performancei meeting the board of
commissioners produceThe significance value of 0.010 where significance is smaller than 0.05
which shows that H4 is accepted or frequency of the Board of Commissioners meets the
performance of the company's performance.
4. DISCUSSION
1. Influence of diversified strategy on corporate performance.
BerdaTake the result of the test tshowthat H1 is rejected or diversification strategy has no
effect on the performance of the company. The impact of the diversification strategy itself is the
increase of business units, the growing new product, extensive business expansion, increased
operational costs, increased management tasks for production to sales products. It can be
interpreted that companies that do a diversification strategy both in the form of new product or
innovation of products and expansion does not affect the company's performance. This may occur
in a company because the company is not appropriate in the face of several factors, such as the
management of capital costs, human resources, strategy planning and changes in a fast market
conditions. If the company can deal with these factors well, there is a possibility of diversification
strategy in providing profit for the company.
The results of this study are in line with Chen & Sri (2019) research.Which states
thatDiversification has an effect on the performance of the company. It can be concluded that the
addition of product segments or expansion of business units is not beneficial for the company's
performance. However, if the selection of segments is selected according to resources and supports
by the management capability by the Company, the diversification strategy can provide
opportunities in profit on corporate performance.
2. Influence of the compensation of the Board of Directors on the Company's performance.
Based on the heasil from test tindicating that H2 accepted or compensation of the Board of
Directors affects Peruvian performancesahaan. Can be interpretedIf the Board of Directors is
getting a commpsendy too besa andNot in accordance with the taskand the responsibility of the
Board of Directors, willaffect the company's performance. This allows occurred if the amount of
compensation that is not appropriate can make the Board of Directors only compensated or
compensated.
The results of this study are in line with Azolla's research, et al (2016) stating that the
compensation of the Board of Directors has a positive effect on the company's performance. It is to
showIt is thatcompensationgiven toboard of directorsthe higher the higherthen it can improve
company performance. Therefore, the appropriate compensation of the corresponding directors
enables the Board of Directors to have the work motivation and organizational commitment yGood
Ang. Of course this can beInactive imperial performance for the Board of Directors is a large and
more professionalized managerial ranking in the company's performance.
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3. Effect of Board of Commissioners on Corporate Performance.
BerdasaRwan results from t testThat shows that H3 is rejected or compensation of the
Board of Directors does not affect the performance of the company.Can be interpreted thatThe size
or number of people who occupies the position as the Board of Commissioners in a company does
not provide a significant effectKan against the company's performance. The number of people who
occupy this position does not necessarily provide profit for corporate performance. The results of
this study in accordance with the researchersN Sukandar and Rahardja (2014) areShows that the
size of the Board of Commissioners has no significant effect on the company's performance.It is
thiscan happen becauseEffective Supervision and Provide Protection to Shareholdersnot
necessarily done byNumber of members of the Board of Commissionerswith the amountwhich is
leBah Many. In addition,The more quantity of the Commercial BoardSaris will improveDifficulty
in decision making. More quantity does not guarantee the potential for excellence in making
decisions.
4. The influence of the meeting of the Board of Commissioners meetings of the company's
performance.
BerdasaRwan results from the T TestShows that H4 accepted or frequency of the Board of
Commissioners meets affect the company's performance. It can be interpreted that if the Board of
Commissioners increases the intensity of the meeting, it can benefit the company's performance. In
this research the company's performanceCrooked through ROA. Itthis is in line with researchersAn
princess and muve (2017)Declare that there is a significant influence between the frequency of the
Board of Commissioners Meeting of ROA Company. This shows the increasingly the Board of
Commissioners to meet a meeting or meeting, the Board of Commissioners will be easier in
getting information and access to information evenly among members of the Board of
Commissioners, in addition to the Board of Commissioners meetings can also discuss the strategy
and direction of the company's development. Can be concluded when the boardCommissioners
often hold meetings or meetings, then the supervisorAsan donethe board of the commissionAris
will be getting better andhelpin the takerDecisions are well and right.

5. CONCLUSSION and SUGGESTIONS
The results of this study found that the diversification strategy and the size of the Board of
Commissioners have no effect on the performance of the company, while the compensation of the
Board of Directors and Frequency of the Board of Commissioners meets the performance of the
company. In addition, the impact of diversified strategies include the growing business segment and
increased operational costs, this has no significant effect on corporate performance. The result of this
research can beusedas input and the consideration materialFor the managerial ranksnor the
committeeRemuneration in determining the right strategy to improve company performance and
determine compensation, composition and good frequency and precise in the management of the
company, so avoid actionsoportuniSME made by the Board of Directors in an attempt toincrease its
compensation andcompensation givenIn accordance with the task or responsibility owned.For further
research, it is expected to expand the reach of research and fill out the deficiencies in this study by
using a broader sector on the Indonesia Stock Exchange or other samples and replacing the variables
in the fuel of the company that is not studied in this study.
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